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of destruction and the settings up against walls that are so
dear to our Technocrats. Our mechanical civilization seems
to be crumbling beneath its own weight. It is impossible to
escape the conviction that we are in a world of weakening
pulses; our intelligences are enfeebled by the blood supplied
to our brains by artificially grown, chemically fertilized and
preserved foods. And even if our civilization could continue
in spite of our degeneration, the problem of the machine
dispossessing the worker must grow more and more acute
within—and then between—nation and nation.
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The problem is by no means new; civilization after civiliza-
tion has had to meet it. Victorious Csesars, disbanding after
interminable wars innumerable legionaries who would
otherwise have disturbed their labour markets and robbed
on the highways, decreed to them by ukase after ukase
all the alluvial lands from the shores of the Mediterranean
to the Roman Wall across Britain. The legionaries were
impassioned truck-gardeners; they strengthened Rome and
the traditions of their methods of gardening strengthen us
still. There would have been no civilization to-day had not
the descendants of the legionaries gone on truck-gardening
and teaching our ancestors how to truck-garden through
the Dark Ages ... in Provence. In England after the
Middle Ages thousands of agricultural labourers were
displaced and sent starving and rioting by the populating of
the fields by sheep for wool-growing. They had to be given
cottage gardens or the State would have fallen. In America
from the earliest days you have had in times of depression
successive federal or State laws, like the Homestead Act,
giving free access to arable lands. In France the abolition
of primogeniture continuously breaks up the great estates.
In Switzerland it is the same. Russia, curiously enough,
went to the extreme in nationalizing the land and promoting
mass farming. She has been forced to react in the direction
of forming again a possessing, small-holding class. By a
decree of March 1935, as I have said, every peasant working
on the communal farms has been presented with a little over

